Advising Tools
Navigations: SOAR > Student Center tile & SOAR > Tasks tile

Degree Progress Report

- Navigation: Student Center tile > “other academic” > Advisement/Degree Progress Rep

- Take classes that are guaranteed to go toward degree

- Makes degree requirements very transparent

Planner

- From DPR, click class link > Add to Planner > Move courses to reflect semester-by-semester guides.

- Make semester-by-semester guides part of your SOAR account
  - Always available with minimal searching
  - Easier access when you want to register
Schedule Generator

- Personalized scheduling
- Classes, breaks, preferences
- Engaged student
- Can use the classes listed in the Planner

Advisement Required

- Navigation: Homepage > Tasks Tile
- Make sure “Advisement Required” hold disappears after being advised. If not, contact your advisor.

Online Video Tutorials

- Go to the SOAR homepage (soar.usm.edu)
- Click SOAR TUTORIALS
- Tutorials for Students on how to pull a DPR, register for classes, create planner, etc.